. Noise can be added before or after applying F. Even though F has to be postulated on a task-by-task basis, this model always makes two strong predictions: (1) experimental manipulations that leave the posterior p(s|x) unchanged should leave the distribution of confidence ratings unchanged as well; (2) decision and confidence will be correlated in a specific way due to their common dependence on the random variable x. Results. In Task 1, observers classified an orientation as coming from a narrow or a wide Gaussian distribution with the same mean (Fig. A) , and reported their confidence on a scale from 1 to 4. We jointly fitted category reports and confidence ratings (Fig. B-C) , across a range of contrasts. We modeled F nonparametrically. The BCH does not account for these data. We discuss a heuristic decision rule that does account for the data.
In Task 2, subjects saw one or two scatterplots representing data drawn from one of two possible linear trends corrupted by noise (Fig. D) . Subjects judged which of the trends the data came from and reported confidence on a continuous scale. Matching log posteriors between 1-plot and 2-plot displays, we found that the number of plots affected confidence rating (Fig. E) , contradicting the BCH. We discuss a modified model that does account for the data. 
